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les lletres de la llengua catalana, published by the consell de cultura de la generalitat de catalunya in 1958, defined cuina as a group of people united by common interest in the development of a cuisine based on the values expressed in the history and culture of catalonia. along the way, the consell de cultura de la generalitat of catalonia has
created a number of organizations to promote catalunya, such as the gran enciclopèdia de catalunya or the biblioteca pública española. cuina (pronounced: ) is the name that the catalan people use for their language or the language they speak to communicate with each other. in a general sense, the term refers to both the use of the catalan

language and the catalan cuisine. cuina is used by catalan native speakers, whereas culinaria is the official language of the international culinary federation and is widely used throughout the world. cuina is used in the catalan language as the name of a movement and of a group of people interested in the catalan cuisine, and speaks the catalan
language, which is a language with an autonomous status within the state of catalonia. bread and paella are like two sides of a coin, so to speak. most often, they go hand in hand in restaurants. and while that is certainly true, it is not always the case. you can have a plat de torrabeu amb llauna but certainly not a plat de botifarra amb llauna for

example. the recipes presented here, in order, are of pa negre with llauna, pa negre with botifarra and the sobrexoli from the sarró. do you know which one you prefer?
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baotar refers to the action of taking a dish out of the oven. it is a technique that is used for cooking carn dels
ocells (eggs with the yolk and the white separated) or paioles de bolets. the paioles de bolets are the ones that
are covered with the sausage, so they look a bit like little croissants. during the making of the catalan cakes,

the cake dough is pulled out and then it is cut into small cubes. the dough is rolled around the filling and then it
is baked in a barraca, which is a special oven. the bakery sells the cakes in this special oven. the name of the
bakery is lola parrabia de bolets and it is located in the poblet, a small town in the mountains near barcelona.
the paioles de bolets are unique because they are not sweet and they are not very fatty. for dessert, you can

try some of the tortas de picles, which are the big cakes that the pastry shops sell all year round. an
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